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Message from the Guest Editor

Construction has a significant impact for both circular

economy objectives. We have to rethink the destination

of resources that are removed from the natural

environment for construction. Measures, strategies, and

assessment of the sustainability of construction are the

path to circular, restitutive, or even regenerative

construction. The impact of construction on the natural

environment can be positive and even contribute to its

improvement.

The impact that construction has on people's health has

to be evaluated, health promotion strategies defined

based on construction. 

Authors are invited to submit papers on the following

topics: Environment Sustainability in Construction;

Economical Sustainability in Construction; Social

Sustainability in Construction; Assessment Sustainability

in Construction; Renewable Construction with

Sustainability; Circular Construction; Restitutive and

Regenerative Construction; Healthy Construction;

Sustainable and Healthy Construction; Assessing Healthy

Construction and Sustainable Construction in cities.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international Open Access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable
development. Sustainability publishes original research
articles, review articles and communications. I am
confident you will find the journal contributes to
enhancing understanding of sustainability and fostering
initiatives and applications of sustainability-based
measures and activities.
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